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Abstract
Background: Melatonin is a potent mitochondrial, cytoprotective and antioxidant
molecule with potentially strong anti-aging properties. Topical melatonin has shown to
improve the clinical signs of skin aging. Melatosphere™ is a new lipid-based delivery
system able to improve stability and skin penetration of melatonin when used in topical
formulations. No clinical studies, using objective instrumental data, are available so far
regarding the positive effect of Melatosphere™ in improving wrinkles in women with
mild-to-moderate skin aging. Study Aim: We evaluate, in an open prospective, evaluatorblinded trial, the effects on skin texture of 2 months treatment with a Melatosphere™
based cream. Subjects and Methods: 15 women aged >45 years with mild to moderate
facial skin aging (Glogau score ≥2) participated in the trial, after their informed consent.
An ANTERA 3D computer-assisted skin analysis evaluation for the assessment of coarse
and fine wrinkles of the periorbital area and melanin content was performed at baseline
and after two months of treatment. An evaluator-blinded Investigator Global assessment
of skin elastosis, roughness, level of dyscromia, skin dryness and presence of actinic
damage was also performed at the same time points using a 4-grade score from 0 (no sign)
to 3 (severe sign). Results: At baseline the mean (SD) IGA score was 8.2(1.0). After 2
months the IGA score significantly decrease to 4.2(1.4) (49% reduction) (P=0.0007).
ANTERA 3D evaluations showed a significant reduction in skin coarse and fine wrinkles
volume in the target area of -31% and -18%, respectively. Melanin content was reduced
significantly by -17%. Conclusion: Topical melatonin carried in Melatosphere improves
in the short-term signs of skin aging evaluated clinically and by ANTERA 3D device in
women with mild to moderate skin aging.
Key words: melatonin, skin aging, ANTERA 3D.
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Introduction

Several studies have supported the concept that skin is a complete and independent
melatoninergic system1. Mel receptors (MT1, MT2 and MT3) are expressed in both animal
and human skin2. At the skin level, melatonin (Mel) acts as a relevant antioxidant and
cytoprotective substance3. In particular, Mel is an active mitochondrial, cytoprotective and
antioxidant molecule4. Mel is both a direct and indirect anti-oxidant molecule5,6; Mel can
increase the production of anti-oxidative enzymes like superoxide dismutase7.
Furthermore, Mel potentiates the activity of Sirtuin 1, an anti-degenerative molecule8.
Several studies9,10 support the concept that Mel can prevent skin sun damage when
administered before UV irradiation. Mel could also counteract hyperpigmentation
processes through direct and indirect actions11. The pleiotropic biochemical actions of Mel
at skin level could represent an effective anti-aging strategy12,13. Topical application of Mel
is considered meaningful, since it can easily penetrate the stratum corneum14. A recent
clinical trial has shown that topical Mel improves clinical signs of skin aging15.
Melatonsphere™ is a new delivery system able to improve stability and skin penetration
of melatonin when used in topical formulations. No clinical studies, using objective
instrumental data, are available so far regarding the positive effect of Melatosphere™
cream in improving coarse wrinkles in women with mild-to-moderate skin aging.
Study Aim

We evaluate, in a pilot, open prospective, evaluator-blinded trial, the effects on skin texture
of 2 months treatment with a Melatosphere™ based cream (a cream containing glycerin
and 0.1% melatonin in oleospheres of opuntia ficus indica seed oil and persea gratissima
oil) in 15 women aged >45 years with mild to moderate facial skin aging (Glogau score
≥2). The study aimed to assess the antiaging effect of Mel-based cream evaluated by
clinical (IGA score) and instrumental (ANTERA 3D CS; Miravex, Dublin, Ireland)
evaluations. The ANTERA 3D CS images system could measure in an objective and
operator-independent manner the volume of skin depressions (fine and coarse wrinkles)
and the melanin content of a prespecified area 16.
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Subjects and Methods

Fifteen women with mild to moderate facial skin aging were enrolled after their informed
consent. The subjects also provided consent to the publication of any pictures. The
inclusion criterion was women aged ≥45 years with moderate–severe facial skin aging
(Glogau score of 2-4). The exclusion criteria were any acute or chronic skin conditions,
which could interfere with the parameters of evaluation and a positive history of allergic
contact dermatitis to any of the component of the tested cream. This study was conducted
in compliance with the ethical principles originating in or derived from the Declaration of
Helsinki and in compliance with the guidelines of Good Clinical Practice. All subjects
provided signed informed consent. The local institutional review board (IRB; Independent
Ethical Committee, c/o Derma Medica, Modena, Italy) approved the trial protocol on
February 2018 (Approval number 01/DMP/18). The compliance to the treatment was
evaluated counting the returned used cream tubes at the final visit. Melatosphere™ based
cream was applied on the entire face twice daily (2 Finger Tip Units per application) for 2
consecutive months. An ANTERA 3D computer-assisted skin analysis evaluation for the
assessment of coarse and fine wrinkles of the periorbital area and melanin content was
performed at baseline and after 2 months of treatment. ANTERA 3D is a device which
contains a camera for image acquisition and corresponding software for analysis of the
skin. It measures an area of 3136 mm2 (56×56 mm) and can shoot any part of the body.
The skin topography and the chromophores concentration are derived from the spatial
and spectral analysis of the acquired image data, obtained by illuminating the skin with
LEDs of different wavelengths from different directions. The ANTERA 3D uses
computer to analyze the differences between these images and reconstruct the surface in
two and three dimensions. ANTERA 3D images can be used to evaluate skin color,
wrinkle, texture, melanin, hemoglobin, pore, depression, and elevation. A target area, for
the ANTERA 3D evaluations, was identified at baseline visit. An evaluator-blinded
Investigator Global assessment of skin elastosis, roughness, level of dyschromia, skin
dryness and presence of actinic damage was also performed at the same time points using
a 4-grade score from 0 (no sign) to 3 (severe sign). Statistical analysis was performed using
GraphPad Statistical Software (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). Continuous
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variables were expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD). According to the fact that
this was a pilot study, not a formal sample size calculation was performed. We decided to
enroll at least 15 subjects.
Results

The trial was conducted between March 2018 and September 2018 in an outpatient dermaesthetic clinic. All the 15 subjects completed the study. At baseline the mean (SD) IGA
score was 8.2(1.0). After 2 months the IGA score significantly decrease to 4.2(1.4) (a 49%
reduction) (P=0.0007; Wilcoxon test) (Figure 1). In comparison with baseline, ANTERA
3D evaluations at month 2 showed a significant reduction in coarse (Figure 2, a and b), fine
(Figure 3, a and b) and periorbital (Figure 4, a and b) wrinkles volume in the target area of 31%, -18% and -17% respectively. Target area coarse wrinkles volume decreased from
25.7 mm3 to 17.8 mm3. Target area fine wrinkles decreased from 9.0 mm3 to 6.0 mm3.
Melanin content was also reduced significantly by 17% (Figure 5, a and b), from 0.6(0.03)
to 0.5(0.03).
Discussion

Melatonin is a potent anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidant molecule17. In particular,
melatonin acts as a direct, receptor-independent potent antioxidant18. The skin can
produce and metabolize melatonin19. Skin cells present, also, specific receptors for
melatonin (MT1, MT2 and MT3)20. For these reasons skin is defined as a complete and
independent melatoninergic system21. At skin level endogenous melatonin could perform
anti-aging and regenerative actions22. Melatonin is also a potent protecting molecule for
mitochondria23,24. Mitochondrial functional activity declines with age, mainly due to
chronic and cumulative oxidative damage25. Therefore, the mitochondrial protective
action of melatonin could slow down the aging process26,27. Melatonin increase the
expression of sirtuin 1, counteracting degenerative and pro-apoptotic mechanisms28.
Melatonin suppresses ultraviolet (UV)-induced damage in human skin and human derived
cell lines (e.g. keratinocytes, fibroblasts)29. Skin melatonin declines with age and therefore
topical supplementation of melatonin could an interesting anti skin-aging strategy. A
randomized, controlled split-face trial has shown that topical melatonin creams (a day and
a night products) improves clinical sign of skin aging of the face. However, in this trial the
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primary outcomes were evaluated mainly clinically. So far, no trials have been performed
to assess the effect on skin aging parameters of topical melatonin be means of objective,
operator-independent, instrumental evaluations. In our trial we evaluated the anti-aging
effects of melatonin cream by means of a computerized, operator-independent skin
analysis system. The results of the present trial show that topical melatonin can reduce
significantly coarse and fine wrinkles. Interesting we also documented a reduction in
melanin content in the target area. The discovery of Mel by Lerner et al30 in 1958 was
characterized by the fact that this “pineal factor” was able to lighten melanocytes. Some
limitations should be taken in account in evaluating our results. We have performed an
open non-controlled trial. To increase the internal validity of the trial results, we have used
an objective procedure to evaluate the efficacy of the tested product (skin wrinkles
profilometry and melanin content). Photodamage skin is characterized by the presence of
coarse and fine wrinkles, hyper and hypo pigmentation, roughness and sallowness31.
ANTERA 3D CS device could measure all these parameters in a reproducibly and
sensitively way.
Conclusion

Topical melatonin vehiculated in Melatosphere improves, in the short-term, signs of skin
aging evaluated clinically and instrumentally in women with mild to moderate skin aging.
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Figure 1. Evolution of IGA score from baseline to month 2

Figure 2. Coarse wrinkles at baseline (A) and after 2 months of application of melatonin
cream (B)
A

B
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Figure 3. Fine wrinkles at baseline (A) and after 2 months of application of melatonin
cream (B)
A

B

Figure 4. Periorbital wrinkles at baseline (A) and after 2 months of application of melatonin cream
(B)
A

B
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Figure 5. Melanin content at baseline (A) and after 2 months treatment with melatonin
cream (B)
A

B
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